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Chapter I

Indian Financial System : An Overview



INTRODUCTION OF FINANCIAL SYSTEM

•Financial System is a mechanism that works for investors
and people want finance.

•It Is an interaction of various intermediaries, market,
instruments, policy makers and various regulations to aid

the Flow of saving from savers to investors and checking
various abuses faced in the proper functioning of the
system

•Financial System may be defined as a set of institution,

instruments, and markets which foster savings and channel
them to their most efficient work.--- H. R. Machiraju.



Features of Fianancial System

•1. Important Connecting Link

•2. Expansion of Market

•3. Efficient Allocation of Resources

•4. Leads to Economic Development



•Banking

•Non- Banking

•Others

Financial  
Institution

• Organized and unorganized

• Primary and Secondary

• Money and Capital Market

• Forex Market & Credit Market

Financial  
Markets

•Banking
•Merchant banking

•Brokerage

•Underwriting
•Credit Rating and Hedging

Financial  
Services

•Money market and Capita Market Instruments

•Short term, Medium Tem and Long term  
Instruments.

Financial  
Instruments



Financial  
Institution

Financial  
Services

Financial  
Instruments

1. MoneyMarket : It is wholesale debt market for low –risk, highly
liquid, short –term instrument.

2. CapitalMarket : The capital Market is also call as the Securities
Market and is designed to finance the long
term investment.
It is an ideal source of external finance and it is
classified into primary and secondary market in
India.

A] FINANCIAL MARKET



3. Forex Market : The Forex market deals with multicurrency requirement,
which met by the exchange of currencies. Depending on the exchange rate
that is applicable, the transfer of funds takes place in this market. This is one
of the most developed and integrated markets across the globe.

4. Credit Market : Credit Market is a place where banks FIs and NBFCs purvey
short, medium and long term loans to corporate and individuals.



Financial  
Institution

Financial  
Services

Financial  
Instruments

1. Money market Instrument : The money market can be define as a market for
short term money and financial assets that are near substitute for money.

A] Call/Notice Money Market : The money borrowed or lent on
demand for a very short period. When money is borrowed or lent for
a day, it is call (overnight) .
b] Inter –Bank Term Money : Inter – bank market for deposits of
maturity beyond 14 days is referred to as termmoney market.
c] Treasury Bills : Treasury Bills are short term ( up to one year)

borrowing instruments of the union government.
d]

B] FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS



• Money Market Meaning –

Money market refers to a section of the financial  
market where financial instrument with high  

liquidity and short term maturities are traded .ti  
is used by the participants as a way of borrowing  
and lending for short term.



•Instruments of money market :-
• Call Money instruments – one day loan

•Treasury bills – meeting short term deficits of Govt.

•Commercial papers – short term instruments issued by
corporate – introduced in jan1990
•Certificate of Deposits – issued by banks to the  depositors, 
introduced in June1989- lowest period 15 days for  5 lakhs.

•Repo Transactions- maturity of 1 day to six months .

•Money Market mutual funds – introduced by RBI in April  
1992 regulated by SEBI.



BANKING :-
A

accepts deposits

bank

from

is a financial institution that

the public and creates Demand
Deposit. Lending activities can be performed either directly or

indirectly through capital markets. Due to their importance in
the financial stability of a country, bank are highly regulated in
most countries. Most nations have institutionalized a system
known as fractional reserve banking under which banks hold
liquid assets equal to only a portion of their current liabilities.

FINCIAL SERVICES :-



•Purpose of Banks

A bank is a financial institution which is involved in borrowing  
and lending money. Banks take customer deposits in return for  

paying customers an annual interest payment. The bank then  
uses the majority of these deposits to lend to other customersfor  
a variety of loans

FINCIAL SERVICES :-



Merchant Banking

Definition: Merchant banking can be defined as a skill-oriented  
professional service provided by merchant banks to their clients,  
concerning their financial needs, for adequate consideration, in the  
form of fee

………CONTIN.



Functions of Merchant Banking Organization :-

Portfolio Management: Merchant banks provides advisory
services to the institutional investors, on account of investment
decisions. They trade in securities, on behalf of the clients, with the
aim of providing them with portfolio management services.

Raising funds for clients: Merchant banking organization assist
the clients in raising funds from the domestic and international
market, by issuing securities like shares, debentures, etc., which can
be deployed for starting a new project or business or expansion
activities



Merchant Banking

Functions of merchant bankings :-

Promotional Activities: One of the most important activities of merchant
banking is the promotion of business enterprise, during its initial stage, right
from conceiving the idea to obtaining government approval. There is some
organization, which even provide financial and technical assistance to the
business enterprise.

Loan Syndication: Loan Syndication means service provided by the

merchant bankers, in raising credit from banks and financial institutions, to
finance the project cost or working capital of the client’s project, also termed as
project finance service.



Leasing Services:

Merchant Banking organizations renders leasing services to
their customers. There are some banks which maintain venture
capital funds to help entrepreneurs.
Merchant Banking helps in coordinating the operations of
intermediaries, with respect to the issue of shares like registrar,
advertising agency, bankers, underwriters, brokers, printers
and so on. Further, it ensures compliance with the rules and
regulations, of the capital market.



Credit Rating Agency :-

• A company that provides investor with assessments of an

investment’s risk.

• The issuers of investments, especially securities pay credit rating  
agencies to proivde them with ratings. A high rating indicates low  
risk and may therfore encourage investors to buy a security.

• Additionally, banks may only invest in securities with a high rating  
from two or more credit rating agencies.



Portfolio Manager

A portfolio manager is a person or group of people responsible for
investing a mutual, exchange-traded or closed-end fund's assets,
implementing its investment strategy and managing day-to-day
portfolio trading. A portfolio manager is one of the most important
factors to consider when looking at fund investing. Portfolio
management can be active or passive, and historical performance
records indicate that only a minority of active fund managers
consistently beat the market.



Depository participants :-

In India, a Depository Participant (DP) is described as an
Agent of the depository. They are the intermediaries between the
depository and the investors. The relationship between the DPs and
the depository is governed by an agreement made between the two
under the Depositories Act. In a strictly legal sense, a DP is an entity
who is registered as such with SEBI under the sub section 1A of Section
12 of the SEBI Act.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SEBI


Services provided by Depository:-

•Dematerialization (usually known as demat) is converting  
physical certificates of Securities to electronic form.

• Rematerialization, known as remat, is reverse of demat,
i.e. getting physical certificates from the electronic
securities.

• Transfer of securities, change of beneficial ownership.
• Settlement of trades done on exchange connected to the  

Depository.
• Pledging and Unplugging of Securities for loan against  

shares.
• Corporate action benefits directly transfer to the Demat and  

Bank account of customer.



HEDGING

A risk management strategy used in limiting or offsetting probability of
loss from fluctuations in the prices of commodities, currencies, or
securities. In effect, hedging is a transfer of risk without buying
insurance policies. Hedging employs various techniques but, basically,
involves taking equal and opposite positions in two different markets
(such as cash and futures markets). Hedging is used also in protecting
one's capital against effects of inflation through investing in high-yield
financial instruments (bonds, notes, shares), real estate.etc





Chapter II-

Fundamentals of Financial
Markets.



CAPITAL MARKET MEANING :-

Market where long term and medium term financial instruments are
traded. This Market Consists :-

• Primary Market :-
• By prospectus
• Offer for sale
• Private placement
• Right issue
• Employees stock option
• Sweat equity.



Primary v/s Secondary Markets

It is important to understand the distinction
between the secondary market and the primary market. When a
company issues stock or bonds for the first time and sells those
securities directly to investors, that transaction occurs on the primary
market. Some of the most common and well-publicized primary
market transactions are IPOs, or initial public offerings. During an
IPO, a primary market transaction occurs between the purchasing
investor and the investment bank underwriting the IPO. Any proceeds
from the sale of shares of stock on the primary market go to the
company that issued the stock, after accounting for the bank's
administrative fees.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/ipo.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/primarymarket.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/primarymarket.asp


'IPO‘- INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING :-

Definition: Initial public offering is the process by which  
a private company can go public by sale of its stocks to  

general public. It could be a new, young company or an old  
company which decides to be listed on an exchange and  

hence goes public.

Companies can raise equity capital with the help of an IPO  
by issuing new shares to the public or the existing  

shareholders can sell their shares to the public without  
raising any fresh capital.



OVER THE COUNTER
EXCHANGE IN INDIA :-

Need for starting OTCEI:

Many small companies in India are finding it

difficult to raise adequate capital through Stock Exchanges as
the conditions stipulated by them could not be fulfilled. The
companies must have run for minimum three years and they
must have earned profit and the minimum capital requirement
for listing is also quite high. Hence by promoting a new Stock

exchange with flexible conditions, the small and medium
companies in India will be able to raise sufficient capital. Once
these companies enlarge their resources, they can list
themselves in the regular stock exchanges.



OVER THE COUNTER EXCHANGE IN INDIA :-

Need for starting OTCEI:

Many small companies in India are finding it

difficult to raise adequate capital through Stock Exchanges as
the conditions stipulated by them could not be fulfilled. The
companies must have run for minimum three years and they
must have earned profit and the minimum capital requirement
for listing is also quite high. Hence by promoting a new Stock

exchange with flexible conditions, the small and medium
companies in India will be able to raise sufficient capital. Once
these companies enlarge their resources, they can list
themselves in the regular stock exchanges.



STOCK EXCHANGE

Stock exchange is a market place where stock, shares and
other types of securities are bought and sold, it is market

where the owner may purchase or sell off their securities as
per certain well define rules and regulation.

Features Of Stock Exchange :-
•Providing Liquidity and marketability to existing securities.

•Pricing of Securities

•Safety of transactions

•Contributes to economic growth
•Spreading of Equity cult

•Providing Scope for Speculation.



STOCK EXCHANGE

Different Stock Exchanges in India :-

1.National Stock Exchange of India  
2.Bombay Stock Exchange of India.



SEBI – Role And Objectives

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was
officially appointed as the authority for regulating the

financial markets in India on 12th April 1988.

It was initially established as a non-statutory body, i.e. it

had no control over anything but later in 1992, it was
declared an autonomous body with statutory powers.

SEBI plays an important role in regulating the securities

market of India. Thereby it is important to know the
purpose and objective of SEBI.



Role of SEBI :-

SEBI acts as a watchdog for all the capital market
participants and its main purpose is to provide such an

environment for the financial market enthusiasts that
facilitate efficient and smooth working of the securities

market.

https://www.elearnmarkets.com/blog/sebi-plays-an-important-role-in-our-economy/
https://www.elearnmarkets.com/blog/sebi-plays-an-important-role-in-our-economy/
https://www.elearnmarkets.com/blog/sebi-plays-an-important-role-in-our-economy/


Role of SEBI :-

To make this happen, it ensures that the three main participants of the
financial market are taken care of, i.e. issuers of securities, investor,
and financial intermediaries.

1. Issuers of securities
These are entities in the corporate field that raise funds from various
sources in the market. SEBI makes sure that they get a healthy and
transparent environment for their needs.

2. Investor
Investors are the ones who keep the markets active. SEBI is
responsible for maintaining an environment that is free from
malpractices to restore the confidence of general public who invest
their hard earned money in the markets.

3. Financial Intermediaries
These are the people who act as middlemen between the issuers and
investors. They make the financial transactions smooth and safe.



Objectives of SEBI:

SEBI has following objectives-

Protection to the investors
The primary objective of SEBI is to protect the interest of people

in the stock market and provide a healthy environment for them.

Prevention of malpractices
This was the reason why SEBI was formed. Among the main
objectives, preventing malpractices is one of them.

Fair and proper functioning
SEBI is responsible for the orderly functioning of the capital
markets and keeps a close check over the activities of the

financial intermediaries such as brokers, sub-brokers, etc.



DERIVATIVES :-

What are Derivatives?

In the investment industry, a ‘Derivative’ is a contract

whose price is decided on the basis of one or more
underlying assets. The underlying asset can be a currency,

stock, commodity or a security(that bears interest).
Sometimes, Derivatives are also used for trading in specific
sectors such as foreign exchange, equity, treasury bills,

electricity, weather, temperature, etc. For example,
Derivatives for the energy market are called Energy

Derivatives.



Types of Derivatives Contracts

Over the years, the types of derivatives contracts has evolved. The four
basic types of Scottish Contracts are Futures, Options, Forwards and
Swaps. Different types of derivatives are as follows-

Futures
A futures contract is a special type of forward contract where an
agreement is made between two parties to buy or sell an asset at a
certain time in future at a particular price.

Options
Options are contracts between a option writer and a buyer that gives
the buyer the right to buy/sell the underlying such as assets, other
derivatives etc. at a stated price on a given date. Here, the buyer pays
the option premium to the option writer i.e the seller of the option. The
option writer has to oblige if the buyer decides to exercise the right
given through the options contract.



Types of Derivatives Contracts

Forwards
It is a customized contract between two parties wherein the  

settlement happens on a specific date in the future at a  
price agreed upon on the contract date.

Swaps
Swaps are private contracts between two parties wherein  
an exchange of cashflows of the financial instruments  

owned by the parties takes place. The two commonly used  
swaps are



Types of Derivatives Contracts

Interest Rate Swaps
This involves swapping cash flows carrying interest in the

same currency.

Currency Swaps

This type of allows the swap of cash flows with principal
and interest in different currencies.



Indian Money Market - Features

Every money is unique in nature. The money market in
developed and developing countries differ markedly from

each other in many senses. Indian money market is not an
exception for this. Though it is not a developed money

market, it is a leading money market among the developing
countries.

http://kalyan-city.blogspot.com/2011/07/what-is-money-meaning-definition.html
http://kalyan-city.blogspot.com/2010/09/money-market-concept-meaning.html
http://kalyan-city.blogspot.com/2010/09/money-market-concept-meaning.html
http://kalyan-city.blogspot.com/2010/11/what-is-market-types-and-classification.html


FEATURES

1. Dichotomic Structure :

It is a significant aspect of the Indian money market. It has a
simultaneous existence of both the organized money market
as well as unorganized money markets. The organized money
market consists of RBI, all scheduled commercial banks and
other recognized financial institutions. However, the
unorganized part of the money market comprisesdomestic
money lenders, indigenous bankers, trader,
organized money market is in full control of

etc. The  
the RBI.

However, unorganized money market remains outside the
RBI control. Thus both the organized and unorganized
money market exists simultaneously.

http://kalyan-city.blogspot.com/2010/09/functions-of-reserve-bank-of-india-rbi.html
http://kalyan-city.blogspot.com/2010/09/commercial-banks-definitions-primary.html


FEATURES

2. Seasonality :
The demand for money in Indian money market is of a seasonal
nature. India being an agriculture predominant economy, the
demand for money is generated from the agricultural
operations. During the busy season i.e. between October and

April more agricultural activities takes place leading to a higher
demand for money.

3. Multiplicity of Interest Rates :
In Indian money market, we have many levels of interest rates.
They differ from bank to bank from period to period and even

from borrower to borrower. Again in both organized and
unorganized segment the interest rates differs. Thus there is an
existence of many rates of interest in the Indian money market.



FEATURES

4. Lack of Organized Bill Market :
In the Indian money market, the organized bill market is not  
prevalent. Though the RBI tried to introduce the Bill Market  
Scheme (1952) and then New Bill Market Scheme in 1970, still  
there is no properly organized bill market in India.

5. Absence of Integration :
This is a very important feature of the Indian money market.At  
the same time it is divided among several segments or sections  
which are loosely connected with each other. There is a lack of  
coordination among these different components of the money  

market. RBI has full control over the components in the  
organized segment but it cannot control the components in the  
unorganized segment.



Recent Reforms in Indian Money Market

Indian Government appointed a committee under the
chairmanship of Sukhamoy Chakravarty in 1984 to

review the Indian Monetary System Later, Narayanan
Vaghul working group and Narasimham Committee was

also set up. As per the recommendations of these study
groups and with the financial sector reforms initiated in
the early 1990s, the government has adopted following

major reforms in the Indian money market



Reforms made in the Indian Money Market are:-

1. Deregulation of the Interest Rate :

In recent period the government has adopted an
interest rate policy of liberal nature. It lifted the ceiling

rates of the call money market, short-term deposits,
bills re-discounting, etc. Commercial banks are advised

to see the interest rate change that takes place within
the limit. There was a further deregulation of interest
rates during the economic reforms. Currently interest

rates are determined by the working of market forces
except for a few regulations.



Reforms made in the Indian Money Market are:-

2. Money Market Mutual Fund (MMMFs) :
In order to provide additional short-term investment revenue,
the RBI encouraged and established the Money Market Mutual

Funds (MMMFs) in April 1992. MMMFs are allowed to sell units
to corporate and individuals. The upper limit of 50 crore
investments has also been lifted. Financial institutions such as
the IDBI and the UTI have set up such funds.

3.Establishment of the DFI :
The Discount and Finance House of India (DFHI) was set up in

April 1988 to impart liquidity in the money market. It was set up
jointly by the RBI, Public sector Banks and Financial
Institutions. DFHI has played an important role in stabilizing
the Indian money market.



Reforms made in the Indian Money Market are:-

4. Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) :

Through the LAF, the RBI remains in the money market on a
continue basis through the repo transaction. LAF adjusts
liquidity in the market through absorption and or injection of
financial resources.

5.Electronic Transactions :
In order to impart transparency and efficiency in the money

market transaction the electronic dealing system has been
started. It covers all deals in the money market. Similarly it is
useful for the RBI to watchdog the moneymarket.



Difference Between Money Market And

Capital Market

Points

Meaning

Nature of Market

Financial Instrument

Money Market

A segment of Financial  
market where lending  
and borrowing of short  
term securities are done

Informal

Treasury bills,
Commercial Papers,
Certificate of Deposits,  
Trade credit etc

Capital Market

A section of financial
market where long term
securities are issued and
traded

Formal

Shares debentures,  
bonds, Retained  

Earning,,



Difference
Contin…..

Liquidity

Purpose

Risk Factor

Money Market

High

To fill short  
term credit  
needs of the  

business

Low

Capital Market

Low

To fill long  
term credit  
needs of the  

business.

Comparatively
high

Difference Between Money Market And

Capital Market



CHAPTER III

FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA
& DERIVATIVES & 

COMMODITIES MARKETS



FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA

Financial services can be defined as the products and
services offered by institutions. The Concept of

Financial Services is Explain – their Meaning,
Definition, Functions, Characteristics or Features,

and Scope. Like banks of various kinds for the facilitation
of various financial transactions and other related activities
in the world of finance like loans, insurance, credit cards,

investment opportunities, and money management as well
as providing information on the stock market



FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA

Meaning of Financial Services :-
Is the economic services provided by the finance industry,

which encompasses a broad range of businesses that
manage money, including credit unions, banks, credit card

companies, insurance companies, accountancy companies,
consumer-finance
investment funds,

companies,  
individual

stock brokerages,  
managers and some

government-sponsored enterprises.



FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA

Definition of Financial Services:
Services and products provided to consumers; and
businesses by financial institutions such as banks,
insurance companies, brokerage firms, consumer finance
companies, and investment companies all of which

comprise the financial services industry.
Facilities such as savings accounts, checking accounts,

confirming, leasing, and money transfer, provided
generally by banks, credit unions, and finance companies.
Financial Services may simply define as services offered by

financial and banking institutions like the loan, insurance,
etc.



FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA

Advantages of Mutual Funds
There are many reasons why investors choose to invest in mutual  
funds with such frequency. Let's break down the details of a few.

Advanced Portfolio Management
When you buy a mutual fund, you pay a management fee as part of  
your expense ratio, which is used to hire a professional portfolio  
manager who buys and sells stocks, bonds, etc.1This is a relatively  
small price to pay for getting professional help in the management of  
an investment portfolio.

Dividend Reinvestment
As dividends and other interest income sources are declared for the  
fund, it can be used to purchase additional shares in the mutual fund,  
therefore helping your investment grow.

https://www.investopedia.com/investing/advantages-of-mutual-funds/


FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA

Advantages of Mutual Funds

Risk Reduction (Safety)
Reduced portfolio risk is achieved through the use of diversification, as  
most mutual funds will invest in anywhere from 50 to 200 different  
securities—depending on the focus. Numerous stock index mutual  
funds own 1,000 or more individual stock positions.

Convenience and Fair Pricing
Mutual funds are easy to buy and easy to understand. They typically  
have low minimum investments (some around $2,500) and they are  
traded only once per day at the closing net asset value (NAV).1This  
eliminates price fluctuation throughout the day

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/diversification.asp


FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA

Disadvantages of Mutual Funds
However, there are also disadvantages to being an investor in mutual
funds. Here's a more detailed look at some of those concerns.

1. High Expense Ratios and Sales Charges
If you're not paying attention to mutual fund expense ratios and sales
charges, they can get out of hand. Be very cautious when investing in
funds with expense ratios higher than 1.20%, as they are considered to
be on the higher cost end. Be wary of 12b-1 advertising fees and sales
charges in general. There are several good fund companies out there
that have no sales charges. Fees reduce overall investment returns.



FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA

Disadvantages of Mutual Funds

2. Management Abuses
Churning, turnover, and window dressing may happen if your manager
is abusing his or her authority. This includes unnecessary trading,
excessive replacement, and selling the losers prior to quarter-end to fix
the books.



FINANCIAL SERVICES IN INDIA

Disadvantages of Mutual Funds

3.Tax Inefficiency
Like it or not, investors do not have a choice when it comes to capital
gains payouts in mutual funds. Due to the turnover, redemptions,
gains, and losses in security holdings throughout the year, investors
typically receive distributions from the fund that are an uncontrollable
tax event.

4. Poor Trade Execution
If you place your mutual fund trade anytime before the cut-off time for
same-day NAV, you'll receive the same closing price NAV for your buy
or sell on the mutual fund.2For investors looking for faster execution
times, maybe because of short investment horizons, day trading, or
timing the market, mutual funds provide a weak execution strategy.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/capitalgain.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/capitalgain.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/h/holdings.asp


Types of Stock Mutual Funds

Stock funds are first categorized by style in terms of the

average market capitalization (size of a business or

corporation equal to the share price times the number of

outstanding shares)

1.Open-ended –

Open-ended Mutual Fund schemes are open for

investment at any point of time. They offer liquidity to

investors since units can be bought and sold freely.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds

2.Close-ended –

Close-ended Mutual Fund schemes remain open only for a

short period of time. Once the scheme is closed, fresh

investments cannot be made. In order to provide liquidity,

these units are listed on stock exchanges and investors can

trade in them.

3.Interval –

Interval schemes are a variation of close-ended schemes

that are reopened for redemption for a limited period of

time during the scheme’s tenure. Investors are given the

option to sell their units back to the fund during this period



Types of Stock Mutual Funds

Equity Mutual Funds

Right since its inception, Mutual Funds have evolved into a preferred

investment tool for many investors. However, choosing the right

Mutual Fund scheme can be a difficult task due to the wide array of

options available.

Investment requires a careful and well-thought approach to avoid

potential losses. Hence, it is imperative to understand the basics of the

different types of schemes available to you. Here, we will explore

Equity Mutual Funds and talk about the different types of equity

funds along with their benefits and a lot more.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds

1 ) Sector funds

Sector funds concentrate their investments in a single

sector, such as FMCG, financial services, healthcare and

technology. These are sectors which an investor would find

represented in a diversified equity fund. By and large,

investors should steer clear of sector funds altogether,

because not only are you betting on a single sector, but

you're betting heavily on a few companies.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds

2) Equity diversified

These funds are exactly what their name signifies – they

invest across sectors. However, investors will need to look

at the market cap. Funds focused on small- and mid-cap

stocks should not be the core holding in your portfolio.

Neither should flexi-cap funds.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds

3. Small Cap Equity Funds:

These mutual fund schemes invest in companies whose  

market capitalization is less than $2 billion. These stocks

are considered to be riskier than mid or Large Cap stocks.

4.Midcap Equity Funds:

These mutual fund schemes invest in companies whose

market capitalization is between $2 billion and $10 billion.

These stocks are considered to carry less risk than Small

Cap stocks, but are riskier than Large Cap stocks.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds

5. Large Cap Equity Funds:

These mutual fund schemes invest in companies whose  

market capitalization is over $10 billion. These stocks are

considered to be the least risky investment as far as equity  

stock picking goes.

6. Sectoral Equity Funds:

These funds pick the stocks of companies that function in a  

particular sector - like pharmaceuticals or banking



Types of Stock Mutual Funds

Hybrid Fund
A Hybrid Fund is a type of mutual fund which has a

portfolio that consists of a combination of bonds and

stocks. This combination can remain fixed or may vary

equivalently over time. Most hybrid funds are a

combination of debt and equity securities in varying

proportions. For those who are looking for a low risk

investment with average capital appreciation and better

returns, a hybrid fund is the best option.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds - Hybrid Fund

1. Balanced Hybrid Fund

Balanced funds have similar attributes as its name. This  
fund invests in both equity and debt in nearly equal  
(balanced) proportion. Fund objective is to invest 40-60%  

in equity-related instruments and remaining in debt. These  
funds are suitable for investors with a moderate risk  

profile.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds - Hybrid Fund

2.Aggressive Hybrid Fund

Aggressive Hybrid Fund has aggressive investment  
strategy and higher exposure to equity and equity related  
instrument. The objective of this fund is to invest 65-80%  

in equity related instrument and remaining in debt  
instruments. These funds are suitable for aggressive  

investors.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds - Hybrid Fund

3.Dynamic Asset Allocation/ Balanced Advantage Fund 

Dynamic Asset Allocation fund as name indicates asset allocation in  

this fund is dynamic. It can take extreme exposure to either equity or  

debt based on market condition. Asset allocation ratio in this fund is  

decided by formula. These funds are suitable for the investor who  

prefers less volatility in returns.

4. Multi- Asset Allocation Fund

Multi-Asset Allocation fund invests in multiple asset class or at least 3

asset class with 10% exposure to each. The asset types include equity,

debt, commodity, real estate etc. These types of fund reduce the risk as

portfolio is diversified.



Types of Stock Mutual Funds - Hybrid Fund

5. Arbitrage Fund

Arbitrage fund is a type of mutual fund that takes advantage of the

differences in the price of securities in the cash and derivatives market

to generate a return. The arbitrage fund makes money from low risk

buy and sell opportunities available in cash and future market. This

fund is suitable for low-risk investors.



ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANY

Asset Management Company is a company that takes the  
financial assets of a person, company or another asset management  
company (generally this will be high net worth individuals) and use the  
assets to invest in companies that use those as a operational



What Is a Registrar?

A registrar is an institution, often a bank or trust company, responsible

for keeping records of bondholder and shareholders after an issuer

offers securities to the public. When an issuer needs to make an

interest payment on a bond or a dividend payment to shareholders, the

firm refers to the list of registered owners maintained by the registrar.



What Is a Registrar?

How a Registrar Works

One role of the registrar is to make sure the amount of shares

outstanding does not exceed the number of shares authorized in a

firm’s corporate charter. A corporation cannot issue more shares of

stock than the maximum number of shares that the corporate charter

discloses. Outstanding shares are those that shareholders currently

hold. A business may continue to issue shares periodically over time,

increasing the number of outstanding shares. The registrar accounts

for all issued and outstanding shares, as well as the number of shares

owned by each individual shareholder.



CUSTODIAN

In financial services, a custodian is a company that has physical

possession of your financial assets. It's often a brokerage, commercial

bank, or other type of institution that holds your money and

investments for convenience and security.



FACTORING:

Definition: Factoring implies a financial arrangement between the

factor and client, in which the firm (client) gets advances in return for

receivables, from a financial institution (factor). It is a financing

technique, in which there is an outright selling of trade debts by a firm

to a third party, i.e. factor, at discounted prices.

Nature of Factoring:
Factoring is a method by which a businessman can obtain cash for

invoices he sends to his customers in respect of supply of goods and

services to them. Factoring is also termed as ‘Invoice discounting’.

Factoring involves the sale of receivables to a financial institution such

as an old line factor—a commercial financial company or one of a few

commercial banks.



Types of Factoring



TYPES OF FACTORING:

1. Recourse and Non-recourse Factoring:

In this type of arrangement, the financial institution, can resort to the

firm, when the debts are not recoverable. So, the credit risk associated

with the trade debts are not assumed by the factor. On the other hand,

in non-recourse factoring, the factor cannot recourse to the firm, in

case the debt turn out to be irrecoverable.

2. Disclosed and Undisclosed Factoring:

The factoring in which the factor’s name is indicated in the invoice by the

supplier of the goods or services asking the purchaser to pay the factor, is

called disclosed factoring. Conversely, the form of factoring in which the name

of the factor is not mentioned in the invoice issued by the manufacturer. In

such a case, the factor maintains sales ledger of the client and the debt is

realized in the name of the firm. However, the control is in the hands of the

factor.



TYPES OF FACTORING:

3. Domestic and Export Factoring:

When the three parties to factoring, i.e. customer, client, and factor, reside in

the same country, then this is called as domestic factoring.Export factoring, or

otherwise known as cross-border factoring is one in which there are four

parties involved, i.e. exporter (client), the importer (customer), export factor

and import factor. This is also termed as the two-factor system.

4. Advance and Maturity Factoring:

In advance factoring, the factor gives an advance to the client, against the

uncollected receivables. In maturity factoring, the factoring agency does not

provide any advance to the firm. Instead, the bank collects the sum from the

customer and pays to the firm, either on the date on which the amount is

collected from the customers or on a guaranteed payment date.



PROCESS OF FACTORINNG



Process of Factoring

1. Borrowing company or the client sells the book debts to the lending institution

(factor).

2. Factor acquires the receivables and extend money against the receivables, after

deducting and retaining the following sum, i.e. an adequate margin, factor’s  

commission and interest on advance

3. Collection from the customer is forwarded by the client to the factor and in this way,

the advance is settled.

4. Other services are also provided by the factor which includes:

o Finance

o Collection of debts

o Maintenance of debts

o Protection of Credit Risk

o Maintenance of debtors ledger

o Debtors follow-up

o Advisory services

The factor gets control over the client’s debtors, to whom the goods are sold on credit or

credit is extended and also monitors the client’s sales ledger.



Credit Rating Meaning | Process | Agencies
in India

Credit Rating is the evaluation of the credit worthiness of an instrument of a

company based on perceived overall risk of a company’s business and financial

profile as well as structural consideration. Credit rating establishes a link

between risk and return. An investor or any other interested person uses the

rating to assess the risk level and compares the offered rate of return with his

expected rate of return. It facilitates the investors in taking a decision whether

to go for an investment or not. The agency, which performs the credit rating is

called the Credit Rating Agency.



Uses of Credit Rating

1.Investors:

In  absence  of  credit  rating,  an  investor  has  to  make  investment  based on

general available information about the company and its promoters and

properly analyzed opinions of a credit rating agency minimizes the risk.

2.Issuers:

Market places faith in the opinion of credit rating agencies. This enables the

issuers of high rated instruments to access the market even during adverse

conditions.

3.Intermediaries:

Credit Rating also helps intermediaries like merchant bankers, brokers, etc. Credit

Rating helps merchant bankers in pricing of the issues whereas it helps the brokers in  

monitoring their risk exposure.



Uses of Credit Rating

4.Regulators:

In India, the main regulator related to securities market is SEBI and one of the

important functions of SEBI is to protect the interest of investors in securities

market. SEBI ensures this by specifying requirement of a certain credit rating

for a particular instrument.



Credit Rating

• Promoters of a CRA

A CRA can be promoted only by any of the following:

• A public financial institution ;

• Scheduled commercial bank;

• A foreign bank;

• A foreign credit rating agency having minimum 5 years of experience;

• A body corporate having net worth of ₹100 crores in each of the  

immediately preceding 5 years.



Credit Rating

Procedure For Credit Rating

Generally, CRA follows the following procedure/process for credit rating:

a. Seek information required for the rating from the company

b On receipt of required information, have discussion with the company’s  

management and visit the company’s operating locations, if required.

c. Prepare an analytical assessment report.

d. Present the analysis to a committee comprising senior executives of the

concerned CRA

e. The aforesaid committee would discuss all relevant issues and assign a

rating



CREDIT RATING AGENCIES –

1.CRISIL Limited:

Credit Rating Information Services of India Limited (CRISIL), one of the

oldest credit rating agencies, was set up in 1987. The agency stepped on to

infrastructure rating in 2016. CRISIL has been operational in countries such as

USA, UK, Poland, Hong Kong, China, and Argentina in addition to India.

2.India Ratings and Research Pvt Ltd:

India Ratings and Research, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Fitch Group,

provides accurate and timely credit opinions on the country’s credit market.

The firm covers corporate issuers, financial institutions, managed funds, urban

local bodies, project finance companies, and structured finance companies.

The headquarters is in Mumbai and the other branch offices are in

Ahmedabad, Delhi, Chennai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Pune, and Kolkata.



CREDIT RATING AGENCIES –

3.ICRA Limited:

The Investment Information and Credit Rating Agency (ICRA), a joint venture

of Moody’s and Indian Financial and Banking Service Organisation was

established in 1991. The organisation is known for assigning corporate

governance rating, performance rating, mutual funds ranking, and more.

4.CARE:

Credit Analysis and Research Limited (CARE) is a credit rating agency that is

operational from April 1993. The agency provides credit rating that helps

corporates to raise funds for their investment requirements. Investors can

make decisions based on credit risk and risk-return expectations. In addition

to the head office in Mumbai, the firm has regional offices in New Delhi, Pune,

Kolkata, Chandigarh, Jaipur, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Coimbatore,

and Hyderabad.



CREDIT RATING AGENCIES –

5.Brickwork Ratings India Pvt Ltd:

In addition to registering with SEBI, Brickwork Ratings (BWR) is accredited

by RBI and empanelled by NSIC, NCD, MSME ratings and grading services. It

has received accreditation from NABARD for MFI and NGO grading.

Brickwork is also authorised to grade companies seeking credit facilities from

IREDA, Renewable Energy Service Providing Companies (RESCOs) and

System Integrators (SIs). Canara Bank was the leading promoter and strategic

planner for Brickwork.



VENTURE CAPITAL-

It is a private or institutional investment made into early-stage / start-up

companies (new ventures). As defined, ventures involve risk (having uncertain

outcome) in the expectation of a sizeable gain. Venture Capital is money

invested in businesses that are small; or exist only as an initiative, but have

huge potential to grow. The people who invest this money are called venture

capitalists (VCs). The venture capital investment is made when a venture

capitalist buys shares of such a company and becomes a financial partner in

the business.

Venture Capital investment is also referred to risk capital or patient risk

capital, as it includes the risk of losing the money if the venture doesn’t

succeed and takes medium to long term period for the investments to fructify.



VENTURE CAPITAL-

Advantages of Venture Capital

• They bring wealth and expertise to the company

• Large sum of equity finance can be provided

• The business does not stand the obligation to repay the money

• In addition to capital, it provides valuable information, resources, technical  

assistance to make a business successful

Disadvantages of Venture Capital

• As the investors become part owners, the autonomy and control of the

founder is lost

• It is a lengthy and complex process

• It is an uncertain form of financing

• Benefit from such financing can be realized in long run only



Different Stages Of Financing:-

A) Early Stage Financing:

Early stage financing has three sub divisions seed financing, start up financing

and first stage financing.

• Seed financing is defined as a small amount that an entrepreneur receives

for the purpose of being eligible for a start up loan.

• Start up financing is given to companies for the purpose of finishing the

development of products and services.

• First Stage financing: Companies that have spent all their starting capital

and need finance for beginning business activities at the full-scale are the

major beneficiaries of the First Stage Financing.



Different Stages Of Financing:-

B) Expansion Financing:

Expansion financing may be categorized into second-stage financing, bridge financing

and third stage financing or mezzanine financing. Second-stage financing is provided to

companies for the purpose of beginning their expansion. It is also known as mezzanine

financing. It is provided for the purpose of assisting a particular company to expand in a

major way. Bridge financing may be provided as a short term interest only finance

option as well as a form of monetary assistance to companies that employ the Initial

Public Offers as a major business strategy.

C) Acquisition or Buyout Financing:

Acquisition or buyout financing is categorized into acquisition finance and management

or leveraged buyout financing. Acquisition financing assists a company to acquire

certain parts or an entire company. Management or leveraged buyout financing helps a

particular management group to obtain a particular product of another company.



THANK YOU !


